Abstract. This paper presents a specification and formal verification technique for workflow applications using UML Activity Diagrams (AD) and Event B. The workflow application is initially modeled graphically hierarchically with UML AD, then the resulting model is translated into Event B in order to check the correctness of workflow models (such as no deadlock, no livelock, fairness,.) automatically, using the B support tools. In this paper, we discuss the contributions and by an example of workflow application, we illustrate the proposed technique.
Introduction
Workflow modelling needs a language that is intuitive and easy to use. Activity diagrams of UML [1] provide a good option. Today, UML AD are considered as an OMG standard notation in the area of workflow applications modelling [3] . However, the fact that UML lacks a precise semantics is a serious drawback of UML-based techniques. Also, UML AD is not adapted to the verification of workflow applications. In this paper, our goal is to provide a specification and verification technique for workflow applications using UML AD which give readable models and an appropriate formal method which allows verification of required properties ( such no deadlock, liveness, fairness) to prove the correctness of the workflow specification. Our contribution consists of using Event B method and its associate refinement process and tools for the formal verification of workflow applications. The verification is based on a proof technique and therefore it does not suffer from the state number explosion occurring in classical model checking as in the cases of works in [10] and [11] . In our previous work [2] , we have proposed an approach which combines the use of UML AD and Event B for the specification and the verification of workflow applications. Hence, a semi-formal specification in UML AD could be verified by analysing derived Event B models. The workflow is initially modeled graphically with UML AD (Step1). After that, the resulting graphical readable model is translated into Event B in incremental development with successive refinements (Step2). This refined model is enriched by relevant properties (no deadlock, no livelock, strong fairness, etc) (Step3) which will be proved using the B4free tool [6] (Step4). In our works [2] [13], we have presented the proposed translation rules for the basic concepts of UML AD (activity, Sequence of activities, choice (decision), loop, parallel activities (fork and join)) and for dynamic invocations concept [13] into Event B. In this paper, we discuss contribution of the proposed approach for the verification of workflow applications. These translation rules give not only a syntactical translation, but also give a formal semantics using the Event B method semantics for the activity diagrams. In addition, in this paper, by an example of workflow application '' The Production Company'', we illustrate the proposed technique and the feasibility of our approach. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related work to ours. Section 3 presents a brief overview of the Event B method. Section 3 describes our approach for the translation of hierarchical decomposition in UML AD into a hierarchy of Event B models. Section 5 discusses the interest of this approach for the verification and the validation of workflow applications. Then an example illustrating our approach is given. Finally we conclude and give an overview of our future work.
Related Work
Modeling of Workflow Applications. Some related works have proposed to use Petri nets as a standard language for workflow modelling [15] [12] . Considering classical Petri nets are not powerful enough for modelling workflows, Van Der Aalst and al have elevated it to high level Petri nets by adding time, colour, and hierarchy [12] . The problem with this is that still Petri net is not an easy language for modeling workflows. Moreover, there are not many results available with high level Petri nets. Today, UML AD is considered as an OMG standard notation in the area of workflow applications modelling [3] . Eshuis et al. [14] argue that Petri Nets may be unable to model workflow activities accurately without extending its semantics and this drawback has been addressed in UML activity diagrams.
Formal Verification of Workflow Applications.
Van Der Aalst and al [10] discuss how to use Petri Net to model and analyse workflow processes . Karamanolis and al [11] use process algebra for the verification of correctness of workflow. In our works, our goal is to provide a specification and verification technique for workflow applications using UML AD which give readable models and an appropriate formal method which allows verification of required properties ( such no deadlock) to prove the correctness of the workflow specification. Indeed, the main problem with UML activity diagrams is that they have no formal semantics. In this context, there have been efforts for defining semantics for activity diagram in the works of Eshuis [7] . However, these works not consider the hierarchical decomposition of activities in UML AD, and suffer from the state number explosion. Our contribution, in this context, consists of using Event B method and its associate refinement process to encode the hierarchical decomposition of activities in UML AD and tools for the formal verification of workflow applications. In addition, Event B allows the use of arbitrary natural number using the:∈ operators. The possibility of using arbitrary natural numbers allows to deal with all the possible case for activity/process description and modeling. Notice that this is almost impossible in model checking techniques [10] [7] [11] , where a fixed value for the natural numbers is required. Usually the state number explosion problem arises when this natural number increase.
The Event B method
We use the B method [5] and its event based definition [9] to formalize UML AD models of workflow application. Event B Models. An Event B model is composed of a set atomic events described by particular generalized substitution (ANY, BEGIN and SELECT). Each event Evt is fired if the guard P associated to this event is true. For the purpose of this paper, we will only use the SELECT substitution Evt= SELECT P THEN G END. Moreover, a B model contains a set of properties i.e invariants, liveness, safety and reachability properties which can be prove during the development thanks to the embedded proof system associated to B and the tool supported by B4free [6] . Finally, B models can be refined into other B models which can be enriched by new events and new properties.
Design with Event B.
A set of events is described to define a transition system that allows to represent the workflow application to be specified. In the case, of a workflow application described by several sub-system (sub-process), our approach uses the refinement technique to introduce the events of the composed automate (workflow). Each system is then described progressively by refinement in an incremental way. Robustness and reacheability were expressed and checked according to the B method. Moreover, in the refinement, it is not needed to re-prove these properties again while the model complexity increases. Notice that this advantage is important if we compare this approach to classical model checking where the transition system describing the model is refined and enriched.
Finally, a strong point of the B method is that the B support tools like B4free [6] provide utilities to discharge automatically the generated proof obligations (of the invariant preservation and the refinement correctness). Analyzing the non-discharged proof obligations with the B support tools is an efficient and practical way to detect errors encountered during the specification development.
The Translation Process from UML AD into Event B
The proposed translation process, uses the refinement process of Event B to describe composition of AD: to each decomposition level of an activity (workflow process), which corresponds to a subactivity in UML AD notation, is associated an Event B refinement. In our approach, each subactivity Act0, composed, for example, of two activities Act01 and Act02, is translated into an abstract Event B model and one refinement: ModelLevel0 and RefLevel1. The abstract model ModelLevel0 is associated to the abstract level (Level0) (the AD containing the subactivity Act0) and contains only event EvtAct0 associated with the subactivity Act0. The second model (RefLevel1) is a refinement of the first one and corresponds to the second level of decomposition (Level1) (the AD of the subactivity Act0 describing the execution of the activities Act01 and Act02). Two new events EvtAct01 and EvtAct02 associated with the two activities Act01 and Act02 are added in the refinement. These events carry the semantics of the execution of the two activities Act01 and Act02. The new events are fired and when they are completed, the refined event EvtAct0 is fired. The firing order of the events is determined by introducing a decreasing variant [2] that represents the control pass in the UML semantic (The token) [1] . A variant is a natural number, which decreases to 0. In practice, this variant corresponds to a decreasing enumeration of action states in UML AD.
In [2] [13], we have proposed translation rules for the concepts of UML AD (activity, Sequence of activities, choice (decision), loop, parallel activities (fork and join), atomic process, and dynamic invocation) into Event B.
Validation and Verification of UML AD Model
The most important interest of the proposed translation of UML AD into Event B is to allow the formal verification of functional/structural properties (safety, no deadlock, etc) of workflow applications specified in UML AD, using a powerful support tool like B4free [6] .
Our translation approach is based on the refinement of Event B to encode UML AD hierarchical decomposition of activities. A subactivity Act0 (process) is described by an initial state and a final state. It is refined into a sequence of basic events which lead from the initial state to the final one. The refinement preserves all the properties of the initial activity Act0. This process is repeated until basic events are reached. In this case, the validation process is completed. First, this allows to validate an activity/process. The final sequence of events shows that there is a sequence of basic elements implementing the upper abstract activity. Then, the activity is validated: If an activity is validated (feasible) then its objective is realisable [9] . Second, this allows to validate a conception and hierarchical decomposition. If some proof obligations related to the basic events cannot be proved, in the B resulted models, then, we can assert that some of basic events are missing and/or wrongly specified and therefore, the conception shall be update and/or completed. If all proof obligations related to the basic events are proved, then the hierarchical decomposition is correct. This ensures completeness properties. Compared to classical model checking verification techniques, where the transition system describing the model is refined and enriched with properties to be checked again, the advantage of using Event B is that it is not needed to re-prove again verified properties in the refined model while the model complexity increases.
Application to the Example of Production Company Application
Step 1. Initially, we describe the production company using UML AD by employing a refinement technique, as it presented in figure 1.
Step2 and Step3. By the application of the translation process and using the translation rules [2] [13], the initial UML AD model is translated into B event in a set of property preserving refinements. Three refinement steps which correspond to each level of three level of decomposition in the UML AD model (Figure 1 ) are necessary. Following figure1, the activities Receive_order, Ship_order, Payment, Chek_Line_Item and Make_production_plan correspond to basic process/tasks of production company application. To illustrate this decomposition, initially we below give the first refinement level for subactivity Order_Processing. In following, we give below the second refinement level for subactivity Execute_Order. In the Evt_InitChekLineItem event, the expression nb_item :∈ NAT allows to initialize the loop variant with any natural number corresponding to the arbitrary iteration of Chek_Line_Item activity. Then, the event Evt_ChekLineItem is fired nb_item times. The variant nb_item decreases from its arbitrary initial values to 0. The decreasing variant nb_item describes the events interleave and prevent that an event is fired infinitely (an event will be infinitely crossed in detriment of others). The strong fairness (no livelock) properties are expressed by the events interleave.
REFINEMENT

REFINEMENT Ref2_Ord_Pro
REFINES Ref1_Ord_Pro
VARIABLES pay_state, check_state, nb_item
The ASSERTIONS clause contains liveness properties expressing that there is no deadlock. This property is ensured by asserting that the disjunction of all the abstract events guards implies the disjunction of all the concrete events guards.
The INVARIANT clause allows expressing robustness properties. For Example, in the third refinement level Ref3_Ord_Pro for subactivity Chek_Line_Item, Evt_PlanPro is fired if the quantity in stock is deficient (stock = FALSE). (The variable stock is used to know if the quantity in stock is deficient or not)
REFINEMENT Ref3_Ord_Pro
REFINES Ref2_Ord_Pro
VARIABLES item_state, stock
Step4. Validation of the production company application. The table 1 illustrates the obtained results on our case study. The resulting Event B specification has been proven totally and then the initial UML AD model of our production company application is validated.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presents a Event B based approach to reasoning about workflow applications. We show how an Event-B model can be structured from UML Activity diagrams (UML AD) and then used to give a formal semantic to UML AD which supports proofs of their correctness. More precisely, we propose a solution that uses the refinement in Event B to encode the hierarchical decomposition of activities in UML AD. The refinement in Event B allows to go from one abstract level to less abstract one (may be a program). Validation can be performed at any development stage and particularly at early development step allowing saving at development. Finally, this approach is tool supported. Indeed, The B4free is used to illustrate this approach. We are aware that the presented case study is simple, but it shows its feasibility and the possibility to scale up since the developed approach is generic. Currently, we are working on the implementation of this approach. In future works, we envisage the validation of transformation rules, and studying the correctness of the approach.
